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“Get gold, humanely if
you can, but at all
hazards, get gold!”
- King Ferdinand of
Spain, early 16th
century
(was initiator of colonialism to Latin
America, the Spanish inquisition and
European gold-hoarding
mercantilism)
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Over 90 % of all gold mined after
1860´s
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Annual Gold Supply 2014
• Mined gold 2860 tons (2014), of
which 15 % from small-scale and
artisanal miners
• Recycled gold 1122 metric tons,
of which:
- 10 % from electronic waste
- 90 % from jewelry
• The biggest gold mine in Europe
is in Kittilä (Agnico-Eagle´s mine
in Suurikuusikko). Production
was 5,5 tons in 2012.
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Statistics from World Council of Gold unless mentioned otherwise. Image from Barents Observer.

Finland in this space
• Finland exports gold
and imports other
metals
• Gold exports worth
387 million euros in
2012 (2011: 87 mio)
• Total mining imports:
870 million euros (2
230 million in 2013)
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From 15th to 21st century: demand
2014
• Industrial use: 8 % or 350 tons
• Jewelry: 60 % or 2450 tons
• Investment and Central bank 32 % or 1400 tons
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Increased demand in recent years
• Elites in rising economies, particularly China and India want to
hold gold as investment and jewelry: gold demand increasing
• Investment demand rising. The London Bullion Market
Association (LBMA): ”10.9bn ounces of gold, worth US$15,200
billion, changed hands in the first quarter of 2011- that is 125
times the annual output of the world’s gold mines and twice the
quantity of gold that has ever been mined
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Could recycling reduce the
pressure?
• Technical
recyclability almost
100 %. Gold does
not wear or corrode.
• Recycling of used
gold less than 55 %.
• Industrial gold
recycling only around
10 %
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Material mobile phones and gold
• one mobile phone contains
on average 25 mg gold.
Annual mobile phone sales
were 1,75 billion.
• Annually amounts to almost
50 tons of gold
• Only 15-20 % of electronic
waste is recycled. The rest
ends up on a landfill or is
incinerated
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Will supply hold up? Is the world
running out of mineable gold
• UNEP 2011: best
and richest gold
mines are used up
• Goldman Sachs:
Peak Gold in 2015?
• Peak gold thesis
being discussed
intensively
• More small and
”poor grade” mines
being put up in late
2000´s and 2010´s
Source: Goldman Sachs

After the Gold Rush: is there a need
for more gold mines?
Many crave for more gold. But is there truly a
need? Investors hold gold for next 200 years of
industrial use. Every year almost 2800 tons is dug
up, but only 350 tons is used industrially.
Source: World Council of Gold statistics
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Reasons for reconsidering: Gold
and sustainability
• Issue of conflict gold in recent years addressed by
World Council of Gold (Conflict-Free Gold Standard)
• UNEP: sustainability efforts have been put on largescale mining: artisanal mining not developed
• Over 99,99 % of materials in gold mining leads to
waste: ore typically 5-10 grams/ton
• one kg of gold embodies 225.000 litres of water
(compare to Cu, Ni, Zn: 10-200 liters per kg)
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Gold mines: visible from space with
intense local impact
• ”Our real treasure
is not gold but
water”
• Not all gold mines
are the same.
Really bad mines
exist both in global
South and North
• Cyanide (large
scale mining) and
mercury (small
scale) increase
toxicity of gold
mining
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NASA: Image of Montana gold mine seen from space

Geological
limits or
social limits
to increased
gold
production?

Gold creates
conflicts: visible
in large amount
of conflicts over
gold mining
projects
EJOLT: 140
conflicts involving
gold (out of 1470
reported cases)
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Not the geological, but the social limits to
more (and less!) gold extraction
• Gold vs. food & clean water
• Basic needs vs. financial and jewlery demand
• Small-scale vs. large scale mining
• Mining companies put up mines if they find accessible profitable ore: mining is essentially
profit-driven, states and some local governments often support mining as a source of revenue
• The legitimacy of gold: Local movements contesting gold mines should be seen as a force for
ecological and social sustainability: setting limits to ”unlimited extraction in any place, any way”
• Campaigns for ”Publish what you pay” and the economic distribution of benefits and
consumption will also work in a similar direction to challenge: if broader alliances can be
formed
• Perspective of ”the Oil in Soil… , … , Gold in the Ground?” is important
• Challenges: Employment (4-5 million small-scale miners); hundreds of thousands in industrial
workplaces. Artisanal mining stands for 85 % of mining employment.
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Putting more pressure on supply in
diverse ways
• Environmental Justice and local rights: protecting environments and healthy ecosystems, setting
high requirements on existing mines for the whole life cycle…
• Protecting the right for local communities to say no
• Broad campaigns to ban open-pit mines (Latin America), cyanide mining (EU), heap-leaching
methods (Ecuador)… also new methods of extraction need to be followed!
• Challenging supply through global-local alliances (such as EJOLT evolving, No a la Mina, Mining
Watch…)
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Challenging demand: changing the
extractive mindset

Image: GAIA foundation
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